ABSTRACT. We determine a sufficient condition on a positive divisor in certain strictly pseudoconvex domains in C such that there exists a function in the Nevanlinna class which determines the divisor.
For D the unit disc in C, the relationship between the zeros of holomorphic functions (resp. the zeros and poles of meromorphic functions) and the growth of holomorphic (resp. meromorphic) functions with the same zeros (resp. zeros and poles) has been extensively studied. A holomorphic function / is in the Nevan- A meromorphic function g is said to be of bounded characteristic if (i) j --dt <°° where n(t) counts the poles of g;
(ii) lim nMog+ \g(reie)\d9<°o.
r-HJ l>
If fEN(D), it is well known that /has nontangential limit values almost everywhere on dD and that its zeros a" satisfy the Blaschke condition S"=1(l -|a"|) < °°. This implies that there exists a bounded holomorphic function/ with the same zeros as/. If g is a meromorphic function of bounded characteristic, then g = f/h, where /, h E N(D) and hence g has nontangential limit values almost everywhere on the unit chele. Very little is known about related results in domains in C. We propose to study this question. Let S be a positive divisor in a domain of holomorphy D C C" ; S = (Xj, dj) where X = U/X-is an analytic subvariety of codimension 1 with irreducible branches X, and the djs are positive integers (cf. Stoll [17] ). If the second Cech cohomology group with integer coefficients is trivial (H2(D, Z) = 0), then there exists a holomorphic function /in D such that /determines the divisor 5-that is, /vanishes on X¡ to order d-and f(z) ^ 0 for z $X (cf. Hörmander [5, p. 181] ). If we set m = A log I/I/27T taken in the sense of a distribution, then p. is a positive measure in D which measures the "area" of the divisor 6 (cf. Lelong [9] , [10], [11] ). We say that the divisor <5 has finite area in D if fDdp < °°. If ô is a meromorphic divisor in D, then 5 = 5+ -ô-, where 6+ and S~ are two positive divisors. We say that ô is of finite area in D if both 5+ and ô-are of finite area inö.
A bounded domain D C C" is strictly pseudoconvex if there exists a twice continuously differentiable plurisubharmonic function p(z) defined in a neighborhood N of 3D such that TV n D = {z: p(z) < 0}, dD = {z: p(z) = 0}, and the complex Hessian of p, 2/ife(92p/9z/-3z"A;) is positive definite in TV. We also assume that VP ^ 0 in a neighborhood of dD (cf. Henkin If D is starlike, then we need only assume C2 boundary, and it is likely that the theorem is true for all strictly pseudoconvex domains with C2 boundary (such that H2(D, Z) = 0). In [7] , Laville showed that under the above hypoth- This corrects the statement of the Theorem as incorrectly announced in [1] . For related results on the Nevanlinna characteristic using different scales of growth, the reader is referred to [2] by the author and to Mueller [12] .
If 5 is of finite area, there may well not exist a bounded function which vanishes on S as the following simple argument shows. Let F = {z: 2£=1 \zk\2 < l}be the unit ball in C" and for some sequence {aj}, let X, = {z EB: zx = aj}. Let 5 = (X¡, 1). The "area" of X, is just C" [(1 -la/)1/2]*2"-2). Thus, if we choose {ay}such that S;(l -la^l)"-1 converges, but 2;(1 -\a¡\) diverges, then 5 is of finite area in F, but there exists no bounded function which determines 5 since for z2 = • • • = zn = 0, the sequence {aj} does not satisfy the Blaschke condition.
The ideas we use here were first employed by Skoda [15] to resolve the second Cousin problem in C" with growth conditions. He used the Hörmander ¿2 resolution of the 9-Neumann operator with weight functions [5] . We use the resolution in strictly pseudoconvex domains by use of a kernel function as developed by Ramirez de Arellano [14] , Henkin [3] , Kerzman [6] , and Ovrelid [13], which allows for finer results. = ¿2-T-dZj, 9 = ¿2^dZj, d = 9 + 9.
If a is a differential form with functions for coefficients, we define |a| = 2" n\otn A where an _ are the coefficients.
We begin by assuming that F is a bounded starlike domain with the origin as starcenter and that 5 is defined in a neighborhood of D. We follow closely the development of Skoda [15] .
We choose a function ß G CÔ(F(0, 1)) such that ß depends only on ||z||, 0 < ß < I, and ¡ß dX = 1. We set ße(z) = e~2"ß(z/e). Let /be any holomorphic function which determines S in a neighborhood of D. We define Ve(z) = log l/l * ße which is C°° and plurisubharmonic in D for e sufficiently small. Let 7S2Ve cof = mve = i £ 0jk dZj A dzk, where 6ejk = --.
This defines a positive closed current in D (cf. Lelong [11] ) which depends on S and e but not on /. We will in general drop the subscript 5 when there is no chance of confusion. We have the relations:
(0 e;,>o, (üi) |0/fc| < 8]j + 6ekk <pe where pe = z;=,0e, (iv) 6ejk = 6jk * ße, where 0jk is the measure d2V/bZjbzk and supp 0jk C X. If we write
(1)^= Í^^k5ltB%¡(tz)d?id-zj, then v\ =v\,àv2 = dv\ = 0 and coe = i(9i>| -9f,).
We shah find a function u\ such that 9«| = v| in P». Then setting ue = m| + ¿7j\ we have /99«e = coe so «e is plurisubharmonic and defines the current co£.
Let Dr = {rz: zED} and let 5r = 9Dr. If we set ae(r) = ¡D p.e (z)dX(z), then it follows from (hi) and (1) defines a function in D such that 9uT(w) = t(w) (cf. Kerzman [6] and Ovrelid
[13]).
At this point, as in [7] , we could use the estimates of Kerzman and Ovrelid
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use to find a holomorphic function / such that log |/| G L1(dX), but these estimates are too crude since the main contribution comes from the zeros off, where log l/l is near -°°. Thus, we want to separate out that part of the integral which gives a negative value. To do this, we introduce the form M(z, w) below. The constant C'n is so chosen as to eliminate integration on the divisor near the point w.
Let 0 -99||z||2 -Vj=xdZj A dz, and let ßm = ßm/m\. We define -C' M(z, w) =-(L_.
[ We set <Pv(z, w) = tpv(p(z)lp(w)) where p(z) = p(z) -1, and we let 0n(z, w) = Vn(p(z)/p(w)); we set gf = (5) -vvyXl -0") + ty* in (3), where %¡ = dp/dZj.
Since the solution uT(w) given by (4) is independent of the patching function <¡> [6, p. 341], if t has C1 coefficients, we need only that 0 be piecewise differentiable as above, and furthermore, r is independent of 17.
We begin by assuming that S is a divisor in a neighborhood of D and we define v2asin §1, where e is small enough so that Ve is plurisubharmonic in D. Let where P is an (n, n -1) form for which each coefficient has a factor of the form (zk -wk), (<pv)2, or (zk -wk)0T?. No term involves more than one factor of the form ii' since 9>> A^^O (cf. [6, p. 350]).
For fixed w, we let D'w = {z: p(z)/p(w) < îar?} and Sw = {w': p(w') = p(w)}. We setTVe(co) = /¿jue(fco) cff for co S 9¿>. Then if 5 has finite area in D, fdDNe(co) dS <C independent of e for e small, and by (1) <r> C l |U'12"'3 A' 2Vii/2it/i2("-3/2) so fs A(w')dS(wf) < C • sup(7v,, K2). After computing the other terms in a similar fashion, we see that f u+(w')dS(w') <M independent of w and e. Jt>w Let /be any holomorphic function which defines the divisor S in D, and form Ve = log l/l * ße as in §1. Since log |/| is plurisubharmonic, it is locally integrable, so Fe is uniformally locally integrable for e small enough. Set 77£(z) = «e -Ve. Then for any open set U with compact closure inP*, 77e is pluriharmonic for e sufficiently small. Let co(z) E Cq(D) be such that 0 < co(z) < 1 and co(z) = 1 on U. Then for zEU, ve& = ^7-^-f--75TT Al<»vel ^(w).
(2rr)" J \\z -w||2"-2
We integrate by parts those terms involving (9co/9zf)(3Fe/9zi) or (3co/9z).X3Fe/9zi) to get, for instance Jt-T-=to!s1™«-Thus, it follows from the estimates that we have made that 77e(z) is bounded in absolute value in U for e sufficiently small. It follows from the Poisson Integral Formula that the family 77e(z) is equicontinuous and hence from the Arzela-Ascoli Theorem, we can choose a sequence e¡ -► 0 such that 77£.(z) converges to a function 77(z) uniformly on compact subsets so that 77(z) is pluriharmonic in D. Let u(z) = 77(z) + log |/|. Then i99u(z) = co on the sense of a distribution and limr_>i/3jDH(rz)+ dS <M.
In fact, we have (6) J8fliog|/(rco)||c75 ( Remark. By using the kernel of Ovrelid [13] , in the very same manner, one can show that for a starlike strictly pseudoconvex domain, one need only assume C2 boundary (locally, the kernel is the one we have used above). To piece the solutions together in the general case, however, we need to assume C3 boundary below.
Proof of Theorem. Let % E dD where D is a strictly pseudoconvex domain with C3 boundary. Then there exist a neighborhood Ut of \ and a biholomorphic map F of t/j onto a neighborhood Y^ of the origin in C" such that Then 0 = f2g/fx has finite characteristic and so is in TV(¿>), so /, 0 G N(D) and /,0 and f2 have nonzero nontangential limit values almost everywhere on dD.
Q.E.D.
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